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WordPoint is a clean and flexible word processor for creating
and editing text documents in various editions. This cool and
useful software makes it easy to create cross-platform
documents with just a few clicks of the mouse or touch of the
finger. The software makes it easy to insert or edit pictures,
videos or charts, synchronize with Microsoft Outlook to
manage schedules, e-mail and tasks, in addition to inserting
table of contents and index, and other useful features. The
application supports several languages like English, French,
Italian, Spanish, German, Polish, and Russian. The program
supports rich text formatting features like bold, italics,
underlines, strikethroughs, grey color, and other advanced
text styles. You can also insert special character
like!@#$%^&*()_+-=;’"’~“. One of the main advantages of
WordPoint is its capability of creating cross-platform
documents, as it comes with a companion application that
supports Word formats like.docx,.rtf, and.html. This is
incredibly convenient when you need to share information
with people using different operating systems. Its smart
features make the app particularly user-friendly. The
program includes many useful tools. The ‘Insert Menu’ lets
users insert images, videos and tables of content, check
spelling and grammar, insert comments, and insert Special
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Characters. This section of the software also allows users to
insert Cross-Platform Documents, and Color Picker. This
really helps users make cross-platform documents. Another
useful feature of this application is the ability to Synchronize
with the Windows Calendar. You can add events, tasks,
notes, and appointments to the calendar. This makes it
possible for users to manage tasks and to remember
appointments with relative ease. To write documents in
Word, WordPoint enables users to create a new document by
choosing the ‘New’ option. Once the document is ready,
users can format it by using the ‘Text’ toolbar at the bottom.
However, the application comes with other tools that users
can employ to create and edit documents. These include the
‘Time’, ‘Style’, ‘Layout’, ‘Design’, ‘Proofing’ and ‘File’ menus.
The ‘Time’ menu includes tools for managing Time and
Dates. The ‘Style’ menu has basic formatting functions like
bold, italic, underline, and strikethrough
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The Premium Dictionary for Germany and USA is the
dictionary you’ve been looking for for your English-German
projects and easy-to-use dictionary. Practical and High-
Quality Dictionary We are proud to introduce the first
dictionary in the market which is both extraordinary and
practical. It contains a significant number of entries,
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2,000,000 words and 3,000 useful expressions that are
categorized into different categories. With the help of
slovoed.de Premium Dictionary you will find in one click
every word in your projects or homework and all its useful
expressions. McGraw-Hill Language Media Education for
Student Review (LanMEdSR) is the review software your
school needs. The program offers substantial functionality at
an affordable price, with deep integration with Pearson
Language Learning curriculum. Offering comprehensive
support for all of the important components of the review
process - peer review, essay scoring, assessment, record
keeping, tutor notes, parent notification, and more - it's the
perfect tool to elevate your language learning experience.
Review the program's extensive demo video to find out all of
the details and start planning your review class today! The
Russian Language Guide is a unique, desktop reference tool
that combines an online dictionary, a learning software, and
a full-featured textbook, covering all the basic vocabulary,
grammar points, and literary terms every student needs to
know. Key Features The Russian Language Guide offers a
wide range of integrated features to help students learn and
memorize the Russian language.  The program is designed
for Windows-based computers and features a clean, user-
friendly graphical interface.  Support for all modern
browsers and operating systems, including Windows 7,
Windows 8, Windows 8.1, and Windows 10.  The program
features an online dictionary with definitions and a full
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glossary that comes with over 600 useful phrases.  The
software is designed to show recommended words, phrases,
and books for each word in the dictionary. The books are
categorized by the four levels of study (elementary, basic,
intermediate, advanced) so you can learn from the work of
experts, authors, and/or books.  The program includes a
visual glossary to help students learn the Russian language
by learning the correct and most useful word and expression
in each item in the glossary.  The program offers a tutorial
on how to learn the Russian language and demonstrates how
to build vocabulary.  b7e8fdf5c8
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"SlovoEd Classic" is a high quality program for the translation
of linguistic units (words, phrases, etc.) from and to German
and English languages. It is an excellent tool for: - learning a
new language fast and effectively - to translate texts from
one language to another - studying a foreign language
thanks to the numerous acoustic samples from the
corresponding translation - exchange information with people
who speak another language - cheat in an online game or
application by using your own translations The program is
based on the "big data" method: - a large and updated
dictionary containing records of more than 10 million words
and expressions in German and English - a list of samples for
learning: 1,000 and 50,000 words. - a search of words and
expressions in multiple languages, e.g. both German and
English The program presents the language-specific
translation as a list of words or phrases in the target
language. Select a word in this list and press "back key" to
return to the other languages. This way of working allows
users to quickly compare two or more forms of a word.
Detailed information on words, e.g. translation, historical
information and images is available under the help menu in
each language. There is also a special dictionary of phrases,
useful for "linking" sentences of related words, e.g. to a given
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place, date or person. Under the "Translation" menu: - fast
access to translations of the words and phrases (with
examples) with multiple combinations of keyboard keys; -
advanced search of the words and expressions by using both
the keywords and regular expressions. The keys of the
keyboard are mapped to all the languages (in all the possible
combinations), so users can quickly switch between them to
find words and phrases. The program is based on the
international languages recognition, the established criteria
is language family and speakers. All the dictionaries contain
samples from three languages: English, German and French.
Any additional language is also supported automatically, but
there is a choice of which two languages (in English and
German) to use. Now there is another language: Polish! At
the moment the dictionaries contain 2500 words (with
samples) of English and Polish. This version of the software
will be supported until the end of 2017. "Words The Addition"
is not included in the price. This item is sold separately.
"Features" * fast and accurate translation * advanced search
* dictionary access for words, phrases and

What's New in the?

SlovoEd Classic English-German (English-German)
Description: SlovoEd English-German Dictionary is a powerful
dictionary with an easy-to-use interface and is enhanced with
more than 100000 words and expressions. It offers users an
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accurate and up-to-date bilingual dictionary that offers a
plethora of specialized features. Users can easily look up
words and expressions in English or German, select them by
hovering the mouse over them, add them to the dictionary
with the option to include their word forms, synonyms,
English meanings, or offer their own explanations. The
dictionary supports both English and German, does use
wordlist imports to introduce an additional list of words, is
available as a standalone program to be used on any
computers, and runs flawlessly on all supported versions of
Windows. System integration In a first time, SlovoEd English-
German Dictionary can be run as a standalone program,
however, all updates will be done from Windows. Once the
program is started, it will suggest words for translation by
hovering over them. Using a keyboard combination and the
mouse, a word will be opened in one of the two languages.
Using the keyboard combo, one can activate and deactivate
translation of certain parts of a word. This dictionary can be
set to run in different languages. Therefore, a user can select
the language. Alternatively, one can specify the language of
a particular word. One can also use the keys CTRL+L for
English and CTRL+K for German. Another way to integrate
the dictionary in the PC is to simply copy some of the.inf files
from the software to the Windows registry. Conclusion
SlovoEd English-German (English-German) Language
Dictionary is a powerful and highly accurate application that
covers almost 100 000 expressions and words, and users can
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do a lot with it. It is a very useful application that will save
users a lot of time and helps them to be more fluent in both
the English and German languages. SlovoEd English-German
(English-German) License: SlovoEd English-German (English-
German) License: SlovoEd English-German (English-German)
Version 2.0 License: SlovoEd English-German (English-
German) Version 2.0 License: SlovoEd English-German
(English-German) Version 2.1 License: SlovoEd English-
German (English-German) Version 2.2 License: Sl
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System Requirements For SlovoEd Classic English-German:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7 Processor: Intel Core i5-4570
Memory: 8GB RAM Graphics: nVidia GeForce GTX 460
Storage: 6 GB available space Screen Resolution: 1280x800
or better Recommended: OS: Windows 8 Processor: Intel
Core i7-4790 Memory: 16GB RAM Graphics: nVidia GeForce
GTX 960 Keyboard
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